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ABSTRACT
This bulletin summarizes and interprets some of the

main findings of "Survey of the Literature on Methods and Materials
in Reading," by Martha J. Maxwell and George Temp, Chapter IV of "The
Information Base for Reading: A Critical Review of the Information
Base for Current Assumptions Regarding the Status of Instruction and
Achievement in Reading in the United States," the final report of a
study prepared for the U. S. Office of Education (see ED 054 922).
The bulletin focuses on the different methods used to teach reading
and the differences in their results. Three previous summaries of
research are evaluated, and the rationale for this study is given.
Methods and criteria used to screen studies for review and criticism
in "The Information Base for Reading" are presented, and the
classification and ratings given the studies are provided. It is
reported that little valuable information was extracted from this
survey, due to the ineffectiveness of educational research in
general. It is recommended that future research concentrate on the
reasons children lose interest in reading after grade 8 and on ways
of helping students acquire a large enough vocabulary to make the
transition from juvenile to adult books. The adoption of whole-word
methods, the Bliesmer-Yarborough Study, and the Initial Teaching
Alphabet are reviewed. A bibliography is provided. (For related
documents, See TM 002 358, 385) (KM)
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II. RESEARCH 1960-1970 ON METHODS AND MATERIALS IN READING

Paul B. Diederieh

This bulletin is a digest and interpretation of some of the
main findings of Chapter IV, "Survey of the Liter on
Methods and Materials in Reading," by Martha J. Maxwell
and George Temp in The InfOrmation Base for Reading: A
Critical Review of the Information Base for Current
Assumptions Regarding the Status of Instruction and
Achievement in Reading in the United States, the final
report of a study directed by Reginald Corder (ETS,
Berkeley Office) for the U.S. Oilice of Education, Project
0.9031, 1971. The full report is available in hard copy or
microfiche through ERIC, ED 054 922.

The study was a survey of research from 1960 to 1970
bearing on three problems: the nature and ement of the
current deficit in functional literacy, the effectiveness of
different reethods of teaching reading, and the training of
teachers of reading. Using all possible bibliographic sources,
the project staff listed over 15,000 documents bearing on
these three problems. These were rated independently by
five experts, and 1,855 were selected for critical review,
including 741 on the second problem (the subject of this
summary), 120 on the first and second. 56 on the second
and third, and 31 on all three. Thus the chapter here
summarized was based on a critical look at 918 documents
hearing on methods and materials used in the teaching of
reading. The list of all 1.855 documents that were reviewed
occupies 134 pages of the final report.

The reviews were done by 22 doctoral candidates at the
University of California in Berkeley. Applicants for this job
all reviewed the same article, using a standard review form
of eight pages developed by a technical committee. The
most proficient participated in several training sessions and
were monitored thereafter by the staff member who
synthesized the reviews in each area. The reliability of those
aspects of the reviews that could he quantified was deter-
mined by having 200 articles reviewed independently by
two readers. The coefficients were all above .70 except one
of .62 for a rating on "treatment." which was the most
sketchily reported. This use of doctoral candidates as
reviewers forestalled the objeLtion that established re,earch-
ers are hypercritical of the research of others. Thew y oung
students were bent 0111) on tAtraLting whatever solid infor-
mation they could find in the published reports.

Questions to Be Answered
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This part of the survey was directed toward the following
questions:

I. What methods, materials, approaches, equipment, and
procedures are used to teach reading and to what
extent?

2. What methods of reading instruction are built on
essentially different pools of basic knowledge?

3. How much time and resources are expended directly
on developmental and remedial reading instruction?

4. What relationships between methods of reading in-
struction and reading achtevement of the various sub-
groups of the population can be shown?

Question 3 could not be answered from the literature
reviewed. Even when it was important to hold instructional
time constant, the difficulty of doing so was indicated by
Stauffer (1967) in his introduction to the reports of 27
comparative studies supported by USOE:

"Reading instro tion time could not be defined accept-
ably.... Much effort was devoted to an attempt to define
reading instructional time at the Coordinating Center
meetings, but to no avail."

As for resources, the first guide to materials for reading
instruction published by ERIC listed and described 10,000
items (Harris. L. A., 1968) and a supplementary list of 180
pages was issued the following year (Berridge, W. E. and
Harris, L. A.. 1969). No figures that would warrant even an
estimate of the total sales of such materials were found.

Quests ,li 2, "What methods of reading instruction are
built on es entially different pools of basic knowledge?"
was dealt vth conscientiously in a section headed Know!
edge Base for each method reviewed. but the differences
noted were too trivial to report in this brief summary The
impression given is that proponents of eaLli method can
Lind psychological or linguistic principles to support their
views. that these principles had very little to do with the
invention or development of their methods; that none of
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these principles are affirmed by some schools of thought
and denied by others, they are all commonly accepted prin-
ciples: but proponerts of each method seek out and
emphasize those that support their views and ignore or
underplay those that support competing methods.

In a few it is hard to ILA any connei.tion between
the alleged basis for a method and the particular policies it
advocates. The chief example is the work of Leonard
Bloomfield. widely regarded as the father of modern
linguistics, who also happened to be interested in methods
of teaching beginning reading. He developed a set of exer-
cises designed to teach children how the sounds of words
they already knew were represented by letters. Instead of
beginning with words of highest frequency in which the
same letter represents different sounds. like come, go, look,
to (from which it is hard to infer what the letter o stands
for), Bloomfield ic.tricted his initial vocabulary to words in
which the letters stand for only one sound until that letter-
sound correspondence is mastered, like "A fat cat ran at a
bad rat." This restrictim, made it hard to write interesting
stories, and his exercises appeared repulsively drill-like at a
time when drill was at its lowest ebb of popularity and the
newer "look-say" methods offered hope that reading could
be learned with only gradual and incidental attention to
letter-sound correspondences. It was twenty year before
these exercises, revised by Barnhart, achieved publication as

a result of Bloomfield's reputation as a linguist and Flesch's
widely read attack on the neglet of phonics in Why Johnny
Can't Read (1955). They were then described as "linguis-
tically based" although it is hard to connect Bloomfield's
revolution in linguistics with his commonsense preference
for starting with words in which the letters represent only
one sound until that sound is learned. He did, however,
discuss reading and other practical applications in one
chapter of his monumental work, Language (1933). Follow-
ing his example, other initial reading materials have been
described as "linguistically based" if the order in which new
words are introduced is controlled, in part, by the ease and
profitability of learning and the letter-sound correspond-
ences that they exemplify.

Both Chall (1967) and the present survey also classify
English through. Pictures by I. A. Richards and Christine
Gibson (1960) as "linguistically based," but in a totally
different sense. Intended primarily to teach Basic English as
a second language to adults, this series provides a gradual
introduction to the structure of English sentences without
resorting to grammatical terms, rules, or descriptions. The
basic patterns of both word-order and word-endings are
systematically exhibited in the minimal vocabulary of Basic
English with stick-figures to clue the relationships express-
ed. Although the authors do not regard themselves as pro-
fessional linguists, their attention to the structure of
English certainly exemplifies another aspect of linguistics.
It must not be inferred, however, that this series is thereby
better designed to teach reading to native speakers at the
age of six. That was not its purpose.
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Since question 3 (time and resources expended directly
on reading instruction) could not be answered at all from
the literature examined in this survey, and question 2
(different pools of basic knowledge) yielded only trivial
differences, we are left with question I (what the different
methods are) and question 4 (differences in their results).

Previous Summaries of Research on Reading

The most comprehensive and accessible recent summaries
of research on reading are those by William S. Gray (several
articles following the general heading Reading in the 1960
Encyclopedia of Educational Research) a-id by David H.
Russell and Henry R. Fea in N. L. Gage (ed.), Handbook of
Research on Teaching, ch. 16, pp. 865-928 (Chicago: Rand
McNally, 1963). These are both of the type needed by
researchers who have to locate previous studies in an area
they may want to investigate: a quickly comprehensible
map of the domain, with studies in each area summarized in
a sentence or two, most of them composed by graduate
students. No one expects to learn anything from these brief
statements; their purpose is only to locate studies that
sound as though they might have a bearing on the question
in which one is interested One can then find these studies
in the bibliography and, if one is lucky, in an education
library or on inter-library lo..r. or through ERIC. It is only
when these documents are read that informaticq is trans-
mittedif any was there to start with.

A much more reactaule and informative type of summary
is represented by Jeanne Chall, Learning to Read: The
Great Debate (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967). It is unified
around a central hypothesis: that a preponderance of
acceptable research from 1910 to 1965 favored early and
systematic treatment of letter-sound relationstiips (phonics)
despite the doctrine and practice prevailing from about
1930 to about 1960 that words should be learned as
wholes, embedded in interesting stories, and only later,
gradually, and incidentally analyzed into sounds repre-
sented by letter-combinations and pronunciation rules. The
search for evidence pro and con has the fascination of a
detective story, including the fictional detective's cleverness
in showing that some of the leading investigators misinter-
preted their own findings. Since a whole generation had
been taught to read by the whole-word method, its faults
rather than its achievements had become the focus of
attention A whole generation of parents had also become
fed-up with Dick and Jane stories (which probably seemed
more insipid and goody-goody to adults than to children),
and their discontent was angrily expressed by Rudolph
Flesch in his sensational best-seller, Why Johnny Can't
Read (1955). Although Flesch oversimplified the problem
and misinterpreted much of the research he reported, he
touched off an explosion of popular feeling in favor of a
return to phonics.



This controversy had such wide ramifications that it led
Chall through a fairly compiehensne survey of research on
leading from 1910 to 1965 and into a devastating analysis
of the int .t widely used basal readers. imluding the volumi-
nous manuals that tell teaLheis how to teach each lesson
Despite sonic critiLism, this survey is acLepted by most
:lthorn :s on reading as careful, dun ough. and sound in its
main conk.usions. It is almost a nmaLle that anyone could
make such a mass of research on reading so readable. Since
this book is now in almost every Ithrary, both educational
and general, ami since there is no present prospect of
publishing the report here ,ummanzed. The Infin-mation
Base Jin- Read*. educators who wish to delve more deeply
into research on reading will do well to start with Chall.

Since such an uncommonly good summary of research
had recently been published, it may be hard to understand
why the U.S. Office of Education commissioned another
survey of research 0,1 reading from 1960 to 1970. First, the
chapter here summarized on methods of teaching reading
and their results is only one of three. The other twothe
nature and extent of the current deficit in functional
literacy and the training of teachers of reading (summarized
in other ERIC bulletins)- were not touched by Chall.
Second, the Office of Education was about to launch a
multi-million dollar program of research on reading as part
of the "Right to Read" program. designed to give every
child by age 10 the basic skills that would later develop into
the kinds of reading ability actually utilized by American
adults in the conduct )f their affairsvocational, civic, and
recreational. Such an all-out research effort requi,ed a
closer look at a more comprehensive collection of recent
research on reading than one could count on getting from
Chall. She was admittedly and quite properly selective; she
analyzed research over a long period of time bearing on her
central hypothesis, concerned with the effects of early and
systematic instruction in phonics. Although her search cut a
wider swath through the literature on reading than anyone
anticipated. there was no way to find out what was known
for sure about reading, and what further research was
needed, except to take a critical look at all serious research
on reading, without regard to and central hypothesis, that
had been reported in a limited period of time- the last
decade.

The program of research then envisioned in the Office of
Education was based to some extent on the "convergence
technique" used by the National Cancer Institute of the
National listitute of I lealth. It is a "systems approach" for
the complex research programs when a

;owns exist in the foundations of an
area of technology On,:' of the first steps is to
find out what has and what ha, not been demonstrated
empirically in this area For this reason, this survey of the
literature was critical in a more general sense than Cial! was
critical She reviewed a large number (1 the studies most
()ken cited to find out whethei the f: t w irranted the
conclusions reported by the investigator. t'he present sur-

vey started by applyiqg certain canons of scieutitiL .esearLli
to all reports that passed the preliminary screening of an

advisory committee. These canons were tran.dated by
Cephart (1970) into scales for profiling three dimensions of
research quality . representativeness. treatment, and meas-
urement The points on these scales in abbreviated form
were

REPRESENTATIVENESS

5 Entire population
4 Random sample of specified population
3 Purposive sample of specified population

olunteers
I Unidentified group of subjects

TREATMENT

6 Theoretically based treatment described. commis for
variables identified in the theory AND for extraneous
variables that might have an e flee:

5 Same. but no controls for extraneous variables
4 Same, but no controls for either explicit or extraneous

variables
3 No theory stated but treatment described in detail

sufficient for replication
Commonly known treatment administered but not
described in detail

1 Something of an unknown nature was done

N1EASUREMENT

5 Standardized or ad hoc instrument: data presented
which establish high validity and reliability for this
application

4 Same with moderate validity and reliability
3 Standardized test but no data on validity or reliability

for this application
Ad hoc instrument; evidence of moderate validity and
reliability

I Ad hoe instrument with no evidence of validity or
reliability OR evidence of poor validity and reliability
on eithir a standardized or an ad hoc instrument

total rating of 8 or above out of a possible 16 on those
three scales was classified as "acceptable," entitling the
report to more thorough scrutiny than those classified as
"unacceptable." In addition, the reviewers answered ques-
tions on the appropriateness of the data analysis procedures
and whether the conclusions were supported by the data. It
was recognized that these ratings could serve only as a
rough screening device, that sortie studies with high ratings
would yield little or no information on the questions under
investigation. and that sonic with lower ratings would yield
important information. But since the reviewers abstracted
each article they rcd and answered many other questions
about it, little information of value seemed likely to escape
the notice of the staff in,:mber who synthesized the (num s

M each area.
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Classification and Ratings of Studies

Sint e the studies reviewed in this sect1011 of the survey were

concerned with methods of teaching reading and their
effetts. the tlassitication of methods used by Chall was
adopted. The number of studies assigned to each category
and the number and percent rated "atteptable" on the
Gephart scales are Indicated below.

These figures include some duplication when studies tons
pared two or more methods. They do not include articles
that timid not be rated on the Gephart stales theoretical,
historical. descriptive, clinical, surveys, and reviews of the
literature.

The number of att eptable studies at each level of school-
ing tonfirms Chairs finding that thi bull, of research on
reading has been duetted toward the primary grades.

General Conclusions

The generally critical stance of this surrey required an
answet to the question. What important facts about
methods of teaching reading and their results are nitontest-
ably known. so that 'intim research may he directed else-
whew'

It must be stated at onoe that the answer yielded b) this
survey was "None In view of the fact that more research
has been done on leading than oil any other subject taught
in school. that more than .; thousand studies are I elm! ted
each year, that 265 of the studies reviewed were rated
"acceptable" on tile Gephart scales, and that e' en one
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connected with this survey was motivated to locate findings
that met basic standards of scientilk II:semi:II. this answer
seems incredible. For one thing. what about the 265 studies
that were rated "acceptable"?

A few of these studies will be e\ammed in a latei set non
to salvage whatever info.mation they contain. but the
general answer to this question is that. the more impet.L..)le
a study was (from the standpoint of research design and
reporting), the more likely it was to reach the t tint lusion
"No sigmli ant difference m the results of different
methods." The few significant differences that were found
in acceptable studies by the end of grade I almost invar-
iably disappeared by the end of ?Jade 2 or 3. Slight but
significant difkrences in one direction found by sonic
acceptable studies were often balanced by slight but signifi-
cant differences in the opposite diret non found by other
acceptable studies. While negative evidence can be valuable,
the fact that no identifiable factors in the methods or
materials of reading instruction appeared to make any
consistent difference in properly designed studies can
hardly be Loomed as valuable information on how to teach
reading.

Although certain e\teptions to this pessinustit conclusion
will be noted in later sections, it may be advisable at this
point to quote the actual conclusions reported by the
investigatois who directed this survey

No solid evidence or web of partial evidence e \ists at
the present time that Louis' restrict the teaching of a
reasonably informed alert teacher of reading at an, let el
[here are certain seenting1), logical approaches bits

Table I. Classification and Ratings of Studies of Methods in Reading

Mrrii0i)
Number read
and rated

Number rated
acceptable

Percent rated
acceptable

I. Me.arang emphasis 122 63 5v;
2. Code emphasis 50 31 6"/Y

a. Synthetic (start with letters) 14 6 43';
b. Analytic (start with words) 10 3 30',;

3. Linguistics 47 17

4. Modified alphabet 40 21 52';
5. R.sponsivc environment 7 3 43';
6. flograninied instruction 51 15 30',;
7. Indnidualized reading 99 32 32;;
8. Language evenence 62 2"/ 35Y
9. Lelectic or conibination 110 52 47';

TOTALS 612 265 43Y

Table 2. Number of Acceptable Studies of Each Level of Schooling

Grades 1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 College Adult

Number rat "d acceptable 161 38 25 12 10 5



and pieces of information that might aid to deciding be-
tvv een certam aspects of procedures proposed, but litera-
ture exists both for and against almost any "method''
that has been actually used or proposed in the last
decade. It one has to take a position (and teachers
obviously do every day of school), it is sate to say that

All methods of reading instruction instruct some chil-
dren (probably the same ones) well and do not succeed
with some small proportion of others ilia' have been
st

1 he national reading problcni Is not that massive num-
bers of students cannot read in the sense of not know-
irg a graphemephoneme correspondences but that
many persons do not wish to read for pleasure or infor-
mation and do not comprehend either vvritten or oral
messages well.

In effect, the national reading problem might just as
easily he called the national thinking or comprehension
problem, and the schools are only minutely responsible
for the fact that massive numbers of our citizens are
essentially, not inclined to develop or maintain reading
and comprehension skills necessary for their own self-
selected goals an life space.

It may appear to many that the review of over 900
articles on reading methods and materials...ought to yield
more information As a matter of tact, it has been a con-
stant concern that such an extensive, time-consuming,
and detailed effort should yield only a little information
What standards should be applied was often asked.

Ilowever, to take seriously the charge to take a critical
look at the literature relevant to the important questions
of this study was to be unable to reduce the standards.
Criticism is, unfortunately, judgment according to a

standard. If the standards wt e too high, it was because
they are the accepted standards of conducting and report-
ing research that science has found necessary over the
years in utilizing the reports of its practitioners. These
standards actually are flexible and vary from held to
held. Now, hovvever, is the time to refocus the research
effort in reading.

It is time to raise the standards of reporting and con-
ducting reading research because it is impossible to know
what trust to put in an incomplete research report, a
study done with no cmitrols, or a statement of conclu-
sions unsupported with reported and clearly interpretable
data. (pp 136-137)

This pessimistic view of the bulk of reading research is
supported by Wiwi, who have taken a close look at studio.,
in this field Compare what ('hall says of the literatuie she
exannned

%lost (studies) (11(1 hov, the espellinental
au() tomtit Ilf(111-, "%CR' ,elected, 110%4 11111t 11 11111c Ad.

to %anon-. t(admg hovv the teachers

were selected, whether [he quality of the teaching vv as
comparable in both groups, or even whether the teachers
followed the methods understudy. ['yen more important,
most studies did not specify clearly what a "method''
involved, but inst'ad merely assigned labels (e.g., '-'phon-
ics"), expecting the reader to understand vv hat vv as

meant. (pp. 100-101)

Similar criticisms were expressed by Stauffer (1967) in
his introduction to the reports of 27 first grade leading
studies in a coopeiative project funded by the U.S. Office
of Education in the middle six ties:

What conclusions can and cannot he made about the
twenty-seven studies reported herein? Because of the
many variables that were not uniformly controlled in the
separate studies, the studies should not he compared to
see which ones were most productive Wide variation was
found among the teachers involved....

No one method should be compared with another be-
cause the methods were not sharply and clearly different.
For example, all the methods Included instruction in
phonics of one kind or another, the alphabet, writing
experiences, comprehension, and so on. Methods that
were given the same label were not always the same..,

Reading Instruction time could not be defined accept-
ably.... The tests used to measure readiness, intelligence,
and achievement were not adequate .. In short, any
attempt to compare method with method or study with
study could produce gross misunderstandings and false
conclusions.

Thus it is evident that the failure to extract important
information from the literature eNanuned in this survey
cannot be ascribed to the jaundiced views of those who
conducted the investigation. It is simply a tact that educa-
tional research in general and methods studies in particular
have not yet achieved anything like the rigor or results of
research in such fields as physics, agriculture, or genetics.

Probabilities, Possibilities, and Unknowns

Although one has to accept the conclusion that nothing is
known for certain about methods of teaching reading, it
would be unfortunate if the Office of Education decided
simply to replicate all existing research with stricter con-
trols and mole adequate reporting. It would be doubly
unfortunate if the present over-elliphasb on the initial
stages of learning to lead were continued, coupled with
neglect of later stages in which our failure to attain season
able goals Is touch more apparent. With allowance lot the
percentage of failure that seems unavoidable in all human
enterprises it seems icasonabl.v sale to say that we do

how to get placticallt aft children past the mutat ,tape, of
'canting to read Above glide , in id, t. traces of am initial
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advantage of one method over anothei are hardly ever
found. Furtheinnue. except for severely deprived children,
we ate able to get most of ihem interested in i.:ading books
on then own espeLially the sews of adventure stones
know n in the hook trade as "juveniles. In spite of the
..ompention now offered by ides mon. this 'mere, in lead-
ing hooks apparently ieaLhe a peak in or near glade 8 and
then declines until the maiority of AineriLan adults read
baldly .in books except the Bible (as a devotional exercise)
and books involved in then work

This last point is made with some misgivings. since it is

one of the neglected areas of research on reading, but one
bit of evidence is that in a nationwide Gallup poll reported
by TIME in July 1965. 77 percent of the adults questioned
said they had not read a book during the previous year.
while of a comparable sample in West Germany, only 33
percent said they had not read a hook. In a recent survey of
ur day's reading of met 5.000 adults (another project of
the "Right to Read" progiam), no directly comparable
evidence could be found. since the respondents were asked
only to review their reading of the 24 hours preceding the
interview, but the result was at least compatible with the
Gallup poll' only 33 percent of the sample repotted reading
anything in a book. If it is true, as Waples (1940) found in
the thirties and the writer of this summary in the sixties,
that this decline of interest in book-reading, sets in at or
near the onset of puberty. the causes are unknown, but it is
a plausible by pothesis that this is the point at which the less
capable reader, finally have to make a transition to adult
hooks it their reading interests are to continue.

There are countless reasons why this transition may be
difficult. but one that is so obvious that they themselves
and their teachers are aware of it is the harder vocabulary
of adult hooks. There is a teal dichotonly here. both
authors and editors of juveniles constantly substitute easier
words and e \pressions for those that young readers may
not understand, but adult hooks even detective stories
make no such concessions If a student has not developed

recognition vocabulary adequate for adult reading, he is out
of luck.

This brings us hack to a point about early reading that
was ignored in the literature examined in this survey. The
publishers of nearly all basal readers somehow hit upon the
standard of introducing not more than two new words per
hundred running words, and as Chall demonstrates, they
very rarely exceed this standard up to the end of grade 3;
how far beyond they stick to it is unknown. These words
are not new in the sense that the pupils do not know what
they mean, they are familiar word., that have not previously
been used in that series. They may be recognizable on the
simplest phonic principles, if the pupils know sing, they
should have little difficulty with ring or wing,. but they
count as new words just the same.

Furthermore, it has become standard practice for the
teacher's manual to tell which words are new in .;ach lesson
and to suggest ways ( f teaching the new words before
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pupils read the story in which they are introduced. kit
e \ample. if the only new word, ate pretty and /00. file
teacher is advised to choose a pupil's painting and wine
under it. "This is 'nett)." and under anothei, "This is
pretty. too.' These are displayed with enough disLu,sion to
make the meaning obvious, and pupils are asked to lead
these sentences and show their understanding ill some such
way as pointing to something else that they think is pretty
Then they ate read) to read the story in whiLli these are the
only new words

With this amount of build-up required fot each lesson, it
is understandable that primary teachers would object to a
much heavier vocabulary load than two new words in a

hundred. It is also obvious that when pupils come to these
words in the story. there is no need to apply any phonic
principles to figure out what sounds mese letters represent,
for they have already been taught to recognize these words
at sight. Filially, when they conic to the fourth part of the
typical lesson that is supposed to be devoted to word-
analy.as to discover and drill upon letter-sound relationships
and pronunciation rules the hardest and most abstract part
of the ic,son -there is likely to be little time or energy left
for it and certainh., no motivation. for the pupils have
already learned the words that the ales might enable them
to decode.

Thus the light vocabulary load characteristic of basal
readers and the accepted method of teaching the new words
seem likely to induce in pupils and teachers alike a mind-set
that will make it impossible to acquire a recognition vocab-
ulary adequate for adult reading by age 13. Where did this
absurd standard come from`' Chan. who has an article on
"The Ehstory of Controlled Vocabulary" (1958), does not
know, and no basis for it was found in any' of the literature
examined in this survey. One possibility is that Michael
West, who had a successful series of readers for teaci.iiig
English as a second language in India visited this country
during the thirties and presented some impressive evidence
that a vocabulary load of two new words per hundred was
about right for his purpose. Of course, he was talking about
words that were completely unfamiliar to Indian students
not words that they used every day of their lives but had
not previously seen in print. There wa, also the very impor-
tant point that after West worked up to a vocabulary of
about 1,500 words, he stopped counting, confident that
any new words introduced thereafter would he surrounded
by enough familiar words to insure a tolerable rate of
acquisition. West never intended his findings to be applied
to initial reading materials for native speakers at the age of
six, but since the basal readers embodying the new "whole
word" approach were then in wen), it is possible that they
were influenced, consciously or unconsciously, by West's
findings

Whatever the source may have been: the standard of two
new words per hundred and the practice of teaching the
new words before allowing pupils to read the stories in
which they occur should both be subjected to experimental



verification. So far as we can discover in this or any other
recent survey of the literature, this has never been done.
and any experimental test \\ ould pi oh ably expose both the
standard and the practice as antounded and pernicious
They make it virtually impossible for any but the top
quarter in veihal ability to dc v.C101) all adequate lead=
vocabulary by age Rand the absence of such a VOC,Ibldaly
by that age is the most probable single cause of the decline
of interest in book-leading thereafter If we are not as great
a nation of book-readers as Russia or Japan- a question that
seriously affects our national interests- -the root of the
problem may lie right here, but it would continue to be
overlooked by any replication of existing research.

The Achievement of the Whole-Word Methods

At this point in time it seems obvious that the proponents
of the whole-word method were wrong in trying to teach
nearly all previously unused words as though they were
Chinese characters, with only later and incidental attention
to the sounds represented by letters. In the next section we
shall try to demonstrate that one of the few conclusions of
reading research in which we can have a high degree of
confidence is that earlier and more systematic instruction in
phonics is essential. But we must not forget the situation
that the whole-word method was designed to correct and
the excitement generated by its early successes, or we shall
swing hack with t.,e pendulum to the same instructional
errors that were perpetrated in the twenties.

When the wine' of this summary began his giaduate
study of education in I 928, he was told by no less an
authority than Walter Dearborn that it was quite possible to
learn to read without first learning the alphabet. This
seemed pieposterous, and Dearborn had to send his stu-
dents to observe several classes that were learning to read
by the new "look-say" method before they would believe
that it was possible. Then they weie told to read some of
the early research of the men who were to dominate the
field of basal readers for the next thirty years, Arthur Gates
and William S. Gray, and it began to seem not only possible
but also advantageous in some respects to begin reading
instruction without assuming or first developing knowledge
of the alphabet.

What the current innovator tends to forget is that initial
instruction in letter-sound relationships and pronunciation
rules was done to death at that time. The children had to
learn so much abstract material by rote before doing any
significant amount of reading that the situation was the
opposite of the one we face now. Children now have little
reason to learn the rules for decoding because they have
already been taught the words that the rules might have
enabled them to recognize. In the twentk s; children had
even less reason for learning these rules because they had
not yet encountered these words in any story toot held
their interest, but only in the few words that were chos-n

as examples. The iesult was that the early stages of reading
instruction weie a titanic snuggle between the teachei and
her class, and many inure hildren fell by the wayside than
do so at present.

When prospective teachers like the students of Walter
Dearborn discovered what a relatively pomles, process the
teaching of' reading could be, using the new "look-so)" or
whole -word approach, they were not disposal to demand
evidence of supenor results by the end of the yea'. It was
enough to show that the new 111Cthod worked about as well
as the old and with far less agony. That is why so many
studies reviewed by Chall and even some included in this
survey simply compared the "meaning emphasis" with the
older ` "code emphasis," and why the investigators were
satisfied with the finding that one worked about as well as
the other. It took the sharp eyes of Jeanne Chall to detect
the fact that a stronger "code emphasis" than the look-say
method would permit in the early stages actually held a
slight edge throughout, and when the kind and amount of
phonics instruction were adjusted to what children could
stand, a very decisive advantage. Now that this Circling is
accepted, we must be on guaid against the fallacy that, if a
moderate amount of phonics from the start is advanta-
geous, a large amount will be still better. That would bring
us right back to the twenties and set the stage for another
revolution with renewed emphasis on meaning.

The Bliesmer-Yarborough Study

The case for early and systematic phonics instruct, is

epitomized by a "landmark" study `)y, Emery P. Bile 1-

and Betty II. Yarborough, "A Comparison of Ten Difft. Alt

Beginning Reading Piograms ni Fust Glade," Phi Delta
Kappan, 19654 46, pp. 500-504. It was published after
Chall's chapter summarizing the experimental evidence had
been mitten and therefore received only postscript atten-
tion; but it sharpened the conclusions she had teased out sit'
the previous fifty years of research. It is the only individual
study that is analyzed in detail in the full report of the
chapter here summarized, and this analysis included some
technical criticism that uould be out of place in a brief
summary. Only the methods and main findings will be
presented here in order to illustrate one of the few conclu-
sion:, of research on reading that have been established
beyond reasonable doubt.

Bliesmer director of the McGuffey Reading Clinic at the
University of Virginia, selected five reading programs repre-
senting a "synthetic" approach to phonics instruction
early and systematic attention to letter-sound relationships
and pronunciation rules and using them to "synthesize"
whole words (1,e., sound nevi out). lie also selected five
programs representing an "analytic" approach: starting
with a large number of whole \voids that children were
taught to recognize at sight and late' analyzing these word
to discover and drill upon the sounds these letters repre-
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sent. It must he undeistood that 'out!' pout), ()1' prop ams
undertook to teaLh phonics. but one group did it tally' and
systematically the other lam and incidentally

Ile then peisuaded Mts. 'Valk) lough, duectoi of desolop-
mental re iding lot the Chesapeake (Va ) pubbc sLhools to
tiy out all 10 progiams Linde] iigotous expenmental condi-
n Ins in lour elementa') sLhook. two middle-class and two
slightly lose] but not lose] class. 1.,t).11 plogmin was tiled
out in two sLhools, one middle-class, one lower, by one
teacher In each school. With this restuction, the puncipals
dress lots as to which programs would be tried out in their
schools, and teacheis were randomly' assigned to these pro-
grams except that no inexpeilemed teacher was eligible and
no teacher rated less than "aserage" in teaching skill during
the previous yell. These leachers woe given intensive train-
ing ill the program they were to teach and an unusual
amount of supervision throughout the yeas. not only by the
language arts supervisor but also by publishers' representa-
tives. It was agreed :!tat no pupil should receive more than
45 minutes of leading instruction per day, and the super-
visors reported that thls limit was strictly observed.

All first graders in these tour schools were randomly'
assigned to classes so that neither the pupils nor the

teachers had any choice of one another or of the reading
progiam they were to follow. The Menopolnan Readiness
Test and the Califs rum Mental Maturity, Short Fotin, were
achomisteled at the snot and the Stanford Achievement
Test, Primary I. Form W, at the end. The latter yields five
part-scores word wading, paragraph meaning., vocabulaly,
spelling, and word-study skills Complete data were obtain-
ed on 484 pupils 236 in the syothetk programs (system-
atic phonics). 248 in .analytic, 112 were lost through
moving 01 ilkomplete data. Analysis of vatiance it:waled
significant differences among the landonil constituted
groups m age set bal and nonseibal IQ, ind total readiness
These data were used to "adjust the average scores tut
each program on the final leading test. The brief report in
Phi Delia K appall does not indicate how this was done
except by sa mg -anal)sis of Loval.ance." A statistician
would like to know mote than this, but this is the .accepted
technique lot controlling ritual diffetences that lemain
attei randomliation, and it is hind to think of any plausible
way in wind] it could nitioduLe any sy sksmatiL bias in
lam of cube' group of programs. The Division of

I duLational ReseaiLh, 11imeisity of Virginia. assisted in
analy/ing the data.

In Lompanng live synthetic (systematic) with live analyt-
h. (incidental) phonics plogiams on five tested ou twines of
the year's \yolk, these weic 1.25 Lompausons, and in 93 of
these these was a significant (.01) diftetence in las (It of the

piogiams and no' one ill the opposite Uitectioll'
Ilns was almost to() good to he Liedible It was not a Lase

in which the WWI enLes welt: statistically but nut educa-
tionally significant. The shit welt expiessed in

giade-lesel sone, lit :chick 1 was Me a distaike be
twecn glades I and 2 111 the nouns on the final test On this
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scale the as erage difference between synthetics and anal) t-
ics in all 125 comparisons, significant 01 not, 55,15 .49inJ it
we take just the 93 significant differences. the average
superiority of the synthetics was .58 slightly mole than
half a year of noinial progress at thi, level of 'Llmoling

In the subtest on paragraph meaning (o3 which many
"analytic' plograms reviewed by ('hall maintained an
advantage up to the end of grade 1), Mete was a significant
(M1) diffelence in favor of the synthetics in 20 of the 25
comparisons, and the average magnitude of these significant
differences was .37 (of one year). This was the smallest
margin of supenonty among the five sulitests, the others
were .38 in word reading, 61 ill vocabula"y, .69 in spelling,
and .83 in word-study skills. None of he live syndic lc
programs was outstanding' four were nearly equal in their
ave.age superiority to the analytics, but one was weak a

new programmed textbook that has since been revised
By way of contrast,- when the live synthetics were Lom-

pared with one another, there were 50 comparisons but
only 17 significant differences, averagwg .50, among the
analytics there were only six, averaging 30. No one
expected the iesults of each group of programs to he mole
uniform than this, and these differences within groups were
as nothing c on1 paled with the enormous difference between
the two groups. 93 significant differences out of 125 Loin-
pansons, all ill the same direction, avelaging about half a
year's work.

Initial Teaching Alphabet

The only other method leviewed in this survey with any -
thing like a comparable numbei of significant dilleierkcs to
its credit was the Initial TeaLlung Alphabet (ITA) devised
by Su James Puma' Lngland. It uses all the conventional
letters except q and x but mtioduces 22 othei chalacteis to
make up the 46 significantly different sounds (phonemes)
of English. 1 he new characters iesemble the traditional
letter- combinations to which they ale most closely related
in sound in (miler to facilitate the transition to TO (nadi-
tional orthography) which usually occur at the end of
glade I of the beginning of grade 2 Most of the new
ehatacters (giaphemes) fornwd by limning togethei Iwo
haditional lettets :ditch ale taught as one letter and one
sound genie, 101 ": \ ample, becomes pen/ with d
between the a and e to represent long a. "I he additional
burden On the menioi} of leaming Lhalactels is offset
by the fact that no capital letters aic used in ITA, capitals
hie replaced by a slightly laiger slit: of die lowercase letters

When teachers ale shown the suit of stoi y ul 11A that
Addict] can lead by the end of the lint glade. It looks
swinge at rust, but with a little Loikentiation the). Ind
that the) Lan lead it without rich difficulty %lost ul the
w olds ale spelled as usual, and those that ale not base only
1e1 tam pails changed it 5,1\ s that ate to de.u,lr I his

explains why children haLe so little ditlkult \Jill the



switch m the Opposite din: Lunn from ITA to 10
Although the two are so nearly alike at the point of transi-
tion from one to the other. the advantage of ITA rs that rt
Is much easier to team in the initial stages because each
LInnactei represents only one sound. 1 first graders quickly
learn how to recognize the 11A printed form of most of the
.1.000 %voids they use instead rf le,,ming these words one at
a tune by sight [Ince a much larger vocabulaiy is available
from the start. mote interesting stories can be written. LH-
dien can start reading mole quickly and read more than
chldren stiuggling with TO. They can also write either.
more easily. and more creatively. since thew is relatively
little trouble with spelling.

If one tries to exploit all these advantages at once. the
purists will argue that there is no way to tell which of these
features accounts for any superior results that may be
found. but the promotr'is will argue that it is impossible to
tell how super ior the results might be until one combines all
the advantages of d new medium. since they depend on and
support one another.

Generally speaking. the English expenmentets took One
route and the Anleflidns the tithe'. In the liist expeu-
mental trials in England. Downing (1969). an industual
psychologist. had the most popular English basal 'cadets
printed in ITA and told techLrs to continue teaLlung them
exactly as they had befote evert for the changes necessi
tated b) teaching the new alphabet Atter two yea's. the
children who studied then waders in !TA and then switch-
ed to TO wets about a yea' ahead of children who had
studied the same readers in 10 lion the beginning.

The A merkan expeumenters. led by MazinkiewiLz
(1967 ). refused to be tied down by the restrictions that had
to be obseived by readers designed to teach TO. They
developed a new woes in 11A with lied% lei v'ocabuIaly,

load. eaihei and heavier stress on letter- sounds. more lead-

mg. and more wilting. Results were compared with those of
conventional basal readeis. and the differences were even
mole favorable to an than in the English expeoments.
especially after the tiansition to TO. The most comprehen-
sive and impartial It:view of results I both English and
American studies up to this point is by F. W. Warburton
and Vera Southgate. An Independent I:raluatR.n
(London New gate Press. low)). We skin no, quote actual
figuies nn this case since results of the definitive expert-
men ts now in progress have not yet been published.

Concluding Comment

The survey and critical analysis of over 900 articL on
methods and materials of reading instruction oLLupiL I. 77
single-spaced pages. exLlusive of bibliography . in the lull
repo' t of this study. What can be reported in 15 percent of
this space obviously represents lust few highlights We
made no attempt to say something about every part of the
survey. believing that lull treatment of the findings dia.
seemed most interesting and important would have greaten
unpaLt. Omission from this digest does not indicate that a
method was slighted in the lull report. but it does create J.
presumption that no outstanding triumphs were ILLoided.

example. the most mauling tat reported about pit,
grinned material was that iesedich was Arai:able on only 7
percent of the products marketed up to 1')7I while some
field testing was Llanned fit another S percent (p.89 in the
full report). omputei-assisted insttuLtion is still in its
infancy. No one has found a way to overcome the leading
deficiencies of groups that have been held down by
poverty. segregation. and contempt. Removal of these

handicaps seems mole likely to produce implovenwin tit
reading than any change In 1110110d.
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